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Author Anthony Julian opens a time capsule for us concerning the history of the oft-maligned Pit

Bull. Through old photographs and personal anecdotes, Julian paints a history of the breed very

different from the contemporary misconceptions flamed by the popular media fear machine. He

focuses on the history of the Pit Bull in American society, including acting as sentry over dead Civil

War soldiers and co-star on "The Little Rascals." This book is lavishly illustrated with vintage

photographs. This is the first in a series of books showcasing vintage photographs of people with

their beloved pit bulls.
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I love vintage photographs and pit bulls are my passion. The images in this book married those two

together in a delightful manner. The pictures made me laugh and brought tears to my eyes as I was

privy by proxy to a time when pit bulls were cherished for their true loving and loyal nature...before

thugs got hold of them and abused them into fighting to either win or die. They were never meant to

live like that, and this book portrays them as they blossomed and flourished in an environment

where they were cherished family members.

I love the idea but the execution leaves me wanting. I just saw pictures of North End of Boston from

the 1900's and they are crisp, black and white and weathered. They look old, fantastic and really

capture those times. The pictures in this books are washed out and lack detail. I know some of the

older ones probably just weren't in a condition any better than shown. But others look like the have



been impacted by the scanning and printing choices used in this book.So 3 stars, because it does

capture a time and a breed where they were loved and respected. But 3 stars too for the less than

great quality of the prints and pages.

I was disappointed to find out that the book is poorly made. It is printed on basic copy paper and the

cover is not great quality either. It feels less like a book than something someone printed off of their

home computer. The image quality of the photographs is also not that great. The book is OK, and I

will definitely keep it. The concept of the book is wonderful, but the execution could be so much

better.

Pitties have a horrible reputation now, but it wasn't always this way. The Pit historically was

America's favorite dog for decades - and this book proves that and reveals the loving loyal breed the

Pit Bull really is. The crack era and the wrong people wanting this powerful breed led to attacks and

horrible behavior. Pits are now abused, overbred, and have to live with a bad rap. Step back in time

and share with others how this beautiful breed once was America's sweetheart - and hopefully can

once again be accepted.

This was a very cool gift for my older brother who loves pitbills, and a couple years ago lost his dear

pitbull. The pictures in here are definitely unique and fun to flip through. The reason why I'm docking

one star though is because a lot of the photos are so blurry you cant really tell whats happening in

them, though you can make out a basic idea. I also wish the book was hardcover, because then it

would feel like a nicer, more substantial vintage book. The softcover just makes it look and feel

flimsy and cheap.

As owners of three rescued Pit Bulls, this book provides a rare look at a time when Pit Bulls were

the most popular family dog.Unfortunately, some cruel people in this world took advantage of the Pit

Bulls loyalty and strength, and with the help of the media, damaged their reputation. Things are

slowly improving for them as people start to realize that the Pit Bull is not the problem -it's

irresponsible owners. This book goes a long way in showing the Pit Bulls in their true nature.

All i can see about these 2 books on vintage photos of pitbull terriers and children is that they are

superb and great to look at and see how much these dogs were loved by their families.



Wonderful photographs of children and their pitbulls taken in an earlier era. It is amazing to see

these photos and how dear pitbulls were to their families.
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